Whitman Lawn Geo-Exchange

- Adjacent Dorms
  - Wendell, Community Hall, Hargadon, Lauritzen, Baker, 1981
- Adjacent Construction Projects
  - UHS, Dillon Expansion

Note: Areas of work represented in yellow are diagrammatic.
Whitman Lawn Geo-Exchange

• 2022 / 2023 Construction Activity Information
  • Summer 2022 – *Sitework and Geo-Exchange*
    • Sitework to level out areas to prepare for Geo-Exchange drilling on the Whitman College lawn.
    • Geo-Exchange drilling of bore-holes will begin on the Whitman College lawn.
    • Installation of lateral pipes connecting the bore-holes will take place.
  • Fall – *Site Restoration*
    • The site will be regraded or shaped to have the same lawn slope as before construction began.
    • Grass seed will be applied to complete this project.